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Dear Parents, 

This a booklet of wordlists. Frequently used 3-letter words, 4-letter words,                  

5–letter words, 6-letter words and double letter words are listed in this book.  

Who can use the wordlists?  

The wordlists in this booklet are useful for student of any class.  All school going 

students would benefit from studying the words listed. 

How to use the wordlists? 

1. Improving pronunciation: Make your child read the words aloud as frequently 

as possible. You can correct mistakes in her pronunciation. Take the help of the 

internet to listen to the pronunciation of the words. We follow British English so 

listen to the pronunciation in British English.  

2. Improving vocabulary, comprehension and fluency in reading: A good 

vocabulary is a passport to success. One of the greatest gifts you can give your 

child is an expanded vocabulary. The success of children greatly depends on the 

number of words they can use. Words help them to communicate, put shape to 

their thoughts, to socialize and to imagine and wonder.  

Reading the wordlists regularly helps children to be familiar with a wide array of 

words. When they come across these words while reading, they take note of 

them. Familiarity with words helps in easy recall of these words and they don’t 

have to spend time decoding these words and figuring out their meanings. There 

would be a definite improvement in comprehension. Wordlists promote speed 

reading with understanding.   

It is not enough if they read the words. They must understand the meanings of 

these words and they must become familiar with their usages. Reading the list of 

words is the first step in acquiring a good vocabulary and fluency in reading.  The 

children can grow into quick readers.  
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3. Improving writing skills: Practice with wordlists gives them confidence to read 

more and learn more. Writing fifteen sentences a day is an excellent way to 

improve language skills. Encourage children to regularly use the dictionary to 

understand the usages of these words. Over a period of time, children learn to 

convey their thoughts.  

The internet is useful to learn more about the usage of these words. Search the 

net for sentence examples. Two excellent sites are www.manythings.com and 

www.tatoeba.org. More than 84 lakh sentence examples are provided in tatoeba. 

An added feature is the translations of these sentences into most of the Indian 

languages.   

4. Wordlists help struggling readers.   

A. Words become their friends: Some children have difficulty in reading. 

Wordlists help them to learn to read and spell. By making children read the words 

in the lists aloud, parents come to know the words which cause problems for their 

children and they can take remedial action.  

Children with reading difficulties avoid reading as much as possible. Therefore, 

they are familiar with only a limited number of words. Reading the list of words 

makes them familiar with more words. This prompts them to read as their level of 

confidence goes up.  

B. Enables them to decode long words: Struggling readers find it difficult to read 

long words. The key to decode long words is to be fluent in reading short words. A 

child who knows how to read dam and age would be able to read the word 

damage easily. Percentage is a long word which could pose difficulty for a 

struggling reader. This word is made up of three words - per, cent, age. Practising 

to read short words would help children to read and spell better. 

Suggested activities  

1. Which words are difficult for your child to handle? 

Have your child practise reading these words. Make your child read aloud. You 

would come to know the difficulties of your child in reading.  Teach her to read 

and spell. 
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2. Learning to pronounce words. 

Have children read the words in the wordlists aloud. Use a dictionary to teach the 

pronunciation of the words. The internet provides free access to dictionaries. The 

online dictionaries provide audio recording of words. Click on the audio button to 

listen to the pronunciation of words. Teach your child to pronounce words with 

the help of online dictionaries. 

3. Concentrate on high frequency words: 

Have children read all the words. Initially, concentrate on high frequency words 

and those words which are found in the children’s textbooks. For example, can, 

cat and cap are high frequency words but cod, cog and cue are not. Teach age- 

appropriate words. Though children should be able to read all the words, they can 

concentrate more on words that are age-appropriate. For example, consider the 

word apt. A child in the fourth class should know how to read apt, but she need 

not study this word in great detail. 

4. Learn to use the words:  

Make a note of high frequency words in these wordlists and teach children their 

meaning and how to use these words in sentences. Ask them to translate these 

words into their mother tongue. Translation is an effective tool for non-native 

speakers to learn English. Writing fifteen sentences daily is a good method for 

improving writing skills and to express one’s thoughts.  

To get models of sentences using a word, search the internet and frame the query 

as:  Sentence examples for ______.   

Example: to get examples of sentences using gratitude, frame the question as: 

sentence examples for gratitude. 

5. Dictate words:  

Dictation is necessary for struggling readers. Some children may require dictation 

twice or thrice daily.  

We hope you find this booklet useful.  

 

Amrita Vidyalayam Team  
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1. Three-letter words for reading, copying, dictation and making sentences 

ace act add age ago aid aim all and ant any ape 

apt arc are arm art ash ask ass ate awe axe  

bad bag ban bar bat bay bed bet bib bid big bin 

bit bob bow box boy bud bug bus but buy   

cab can cap car cat caw cob cod cog con cop cot 

cow cry cub cue cup cut       

dab dad dam day dew die dig dim din dip doe dog 

dot dry dub dud dug duo dye      

ear eat ebb eel egg ego eke emu end err eve eye 

fad fag fan far fat fax fed fee few fig fin fir 

fit fix flu fly foe fog fox fry fun fur   

gag gap gas gay gem get god got gum gun guy gym 

had hag ham has hat hay hem hen her hey hid him 

hip his hit hoe hog hop hot how hub hug hum hut 

ice icy ilk ill ink inn ion ire irk ivy   

jab  jam jar jet jet Jew jig job jog jot jug  

key kid kin kit         

lab lad lag lap law lax lay led leg let lid lie 

lop lot low lug         

mad man map mar mat may men met mew mix mob mom 

moo mop mow mud mug mum       

nab nag nap nay net new nib nil nip nix nod nor 

not now nun nut         

oak oar odd off oil old one opt our out owl own 

pad pal pan par pat paw pay pea pee peg pen pep 

per pet pew pie pig pin pip pit ply pod pop pot 

pry pub pug pun pup put       

rag ram ran rap rat raw ray red rib rid rim rip 

rob rod rot row rub rue rug run rut    

sad sag sap sat saw say sea see set sew she shy 

sin sip sir sis sit sky sly sob son sop sun  

tab tad tag tan tap tar tax tea ten the tie tin 
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tip toe ton too top tow toy try tub tug two  

use  van vet vex via vie vow     

wad wag wan war was way web wed who why wig win 

wit won woo wow         

yam yak yap yen yes yet you   zap zip zoo 
 

 

2. Four-letter words for reading, copying, dictation and making sentences 

 abet ably  abut  ache acid  acne acre ajar akin alms 

also  amen anew anus apex aqua arch area arid army 

atom atop aunt aura auto aver avid away awry axis 

axle  baby back bade bail bait bake bald bale 

ball balm band bane bang bank barb bare bark barn 

bars base bash bask bass bath bawl bead beak bean 

beam bear beat beck beef been beep beer bell belt 

bind bent best bevy bias bide bike bile bill bind 

bird bite blah bled blew blob blot blow blue blur 

boar boat bode body boil bold bolt bomb bond bone 

book boom  boon boot bore born boss both bowl brag 

bran brat bray bred brew brim brow buck buff bust  

busy buzz  cafe cage cake calf call calm came 

cane cape chin chip chit chop chug chum cite city 

coal coat coax code coil cold colt coma comb come 

cope copy core cork corn cosy coup crab cram crap 

crew crib croc crop crow crux cube cuff cult curb 

curd cure curl curt cusp cute cyst czar  dais 

dame damn damp dare dark darn dart dash data dawn 

daze dead deaf deal dean dear debt deck deed deem 

deep deer deft defy demo dent deny desk dhal dhow 

dial dice died diet dine dirt disc dish dive dock 

died diet dine dirt dome done doom door dope dose 

dove down doze drab drag draw drew drip drop drub 

drug drum dual duck duct duke dull dumb dump dune 
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dung dupe dusk dust duty dyke  each earn ease 

east echo edge edit envy even ever eves exit eyed 

 face fact fade fail fair fake fall fame fang 

fare farm fast fate fear feat feed feel fell fend 

fern fete feud fiat file fill film find fine fink 

fins fire firm fish fist fits five fizz flab flag 

flak flap flat flaw flaxy flay flea fled flee flew 

flex flip flit flog flop flow flux foam foil fold 

fond food fool foot fore form fort foul four fowl 

fray free fret frog from fuel full fume fund fury 

fuse fuss  gain gait gala gale gall game gang 

gape garb gash gasp gate gawk gaze gear gene germ 

ghat ghee gift gill gilt gird girl gist give glad 

glee glow glue glum glut gnat gnaw goad goat goes 

gold golf gone gong good goof goon gore gown grab 

grey grew grid grim grin grip grit grow grub guar 

gulf gull gulp gush gust guts  hack hail hair 

hale half hall halo halt hand hang hard hare hark 

harm harp hash hate haul have hawk haze hazy head 

heal heap hear heat heed heel heir held hell helm 

help herb herd here hero hers hide high hike hill 

hilt hips hire hiss hive hoax hold hole holy home 

hone honk hood hoof hook hoot hope horn hose host 

hour howl huff huge hulk hull hump hung hunk hunt 

hurl hurt hush husk hymn hype   icon idea idle 

idol inch into iota iron itch item  jade jail 

jaws jeep jeer jerk jest Jews jilt join joke jolt 

jump judo jump junk jury just jute  lace lady 

laid lain lair lake lamb lame lamp land lane lark 

lash lass last late laud lava lawn lazy lead leaf 

leak lean leap left lend lens less lest levy lewd 

liar lien life lift limb lime line link lion live 

loud loaf loan lobe lock loft logo loin lore long 

look loom loop loot lord lore lose loss lost lots 
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loud love lump lung lure lurk lush lust  mace 

made maid mail maim main make male mall mane many 

mare mark Mars mart mass mast mate maul maze meal 

mean meat meek meet melt memo mend meow mere mesh 

mess mica mice mike mild mile milk mill mime mine 

mint mire miss mist mite moan moat mock mode mole 

molt monk mood moon moor moot more most moth move 

mown much muck muff mule mull muse  must  mute myth 

nail name nape navy near neat neck need neem neon 

nerd nest news next nice nick nine none nook noon 

nope norm nose note noun nude nuke null numb nuts 

pace pack pact page paid pail pain pair pale pall 

palm pane pang pant papa para pare park pass past 

pate path pave pawn peak peal pear peas peck peek 

peep peer pelt peon perk pest phew pick pier pike  

pile pill pimp pine pink pipe pips piss pity play 

ploy plug plum plus poem poet poke pole poll pomp 

pond pong pony pool poop Pope pore pork port poor 

pose posh post pour pout pram prim prod prop puff 

puke pull  pulp puma pump punk puny pupa pure purr 

push puss pyre  quid quip quit  race rack 

racy raft rage raid rail rain rake ramp rang rant 

rape rapt rare rash rasp rate rave raze read real 

ream reap rear reef reek reel rein rely rent rest 

rice rich ride  rife rift rile rind ring rink riot 

ripe risk rite road roam roar robe rock rode roil 

role roll romp roof rook room root rope rose rosy 

rote roti rout rove rows ruby rude rued ruin rule 

rung ruse rush rusk rust ryot  sack safe saga 

sage said sail sake sale salt same sand sane sank 

sash sass save sawn scam scan scar scum seed seal 

seam sear seat sect seed seem seen seep seer self 

sell send sent sewn sham shed ship shit shod shoe 

shoo shop shot show shun shut sick side sift sigh 
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sign silk sill silo silt sing sink site size skew 

skid skim skin skip skit slab slag slam slap slay 

slew slim slip slit slob slog slot slow slug slum 

slur slut smog smug snag snap snip snob snow snub 

snug soak soap soar sock soda sofa soft soil sold 

sole some song soon soot sops sore sort soul soup 

sour sown soya spam span spat sped spic spin spit 

spot spun spur stab stag star stay stem stew stir 

stop stub stud stun such suck suit sulk sumo sump 

sung sunk sure surf swab swag swam swap swig swim 

swum  tact tail take tale talk tall tame tang 

tank tape tart task taut taxi teak team teen tell 

tend tens tent term test text than thaw them then 

they thin this thud thug thus tick tide tidy tied 

tier tiff tile till tilt time tiny toad toes toil 

told toll tomb took tool tore torn toss tour town 

trap tray tree trim trip trod trot true tube tuck 

tune turf turn twin twos type  ugly undo unit 

upon urea urge user  vain vary vase vast veil 

vein vent verb very vest veto vial vibe vice vide 

vied view vile void vote  wade waft wage wail 

wait wake walk wall wand wane want ward wave warm 

warp wart wave wavy warp weak wean wear weed week 

weep weft weld well went wept were west what when 

whip whom wick wide wife wild will wilt wily wind 

wine wing wink wipe wire wise wish woes wolf wool 

word work worm worn wove wrap writ  yank yard 

yarn yeah year yell yelp yoke yolk yore your  

zeal zero zest zinc zoom zone     
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3. Five-letter words for reading, copying, dictation and writing sentences 

abide abode about above abuse ached acres acted 

actor acute adapt added adept admit adopt adore 

adorn adult affix after again agent agile aging 

agony agree ahead aided aimed alarm album alert 

alien align alike alive allot aloud altar alter 

amass amaze amiss ample amply amuse angel anger 

angle angry ankle annoy apart apple apply argue 

arise armed arose arrow ashes asset audio audit 

aunty avoid await awake award aware awful awoke 

badge badly baked baker based basic basin basis 

batch bathe beach beads beard beast began begin 

begun being below bench berry berth betel bikes 

bison black blade blame blank blare bleak bleat 

bleed blend bless blink bliss block blood blown 

bluff blunt blush board boast bonus boost booth 

boots bough bound bowed bowel boxer brace brain 

brake brand brash brass brave bread break breed 

bribe brick bride brief bring brink brisk broad 

broke brook broom brown brush buddy buddy budge 

build built bulky bunch burly burnt burst buyer 

cabin cable cadet cadre caged camel canal canoe 

cargo carry carve caste catch cater cause cease 

chain chair chalk champ chant chaos charm chart 

chase cheep cheat check cheek cheer chess chick 

chief child chime chips chirp choir choke chord 

chore chose churn civic civil claim clamp clang 

clash clasp class clean clear cleft clerk click 

cliff climb cling clock close cloth cloud clove 

clown coach coast cobra comet comma coped coral 
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cough could count court cover crack craft cramp 

crane crash crave crawl crazy cream creep cried 

crime crisp croak cross crowd crown crude cruel 

crumb crush cured curly curry curse curve cycle 

daddy daily dairy daisy dance dated dealt death 

decay deeds delay delta demon dense depot depth 

devil diary diced digit dimly dined dirty ditch 

dived diver dodge doing doubt dough dowry dozen 

draft drain drank drawn dread dream dress dried 

drift drill drink drive drone drove drugs drums 

drunk dryer dummy duped dusty dwarf dwell dying 

eager eagle early earth eased eaten eight eject 

elate elbow elder elect elite empty ended enemy 

enjoy enter entry equal equip erase erect error 

erupt essay evade event every evict exact exalt 

exams excel exert exile exist expel extra exude 

faced faces facts faded faint fairy faith faked 

false famed fancy fangs fared fatal fatty fault 

fence fetch fever fewer field fifth fifty fight 

filed films filth final first fixed flame flare 

flash flask fleas flees fleet flesh fling float 

flock flood floor flour flout flown fluid flung 

flush flute flyer focal focus folks fonts foods 

fools force forms forty forum found frame frank 

fraud freak freed fresh fried frock frogs front 

froth frown froze fruit fully fumes funny fused 

games gauge geese genes gents germs ghats ghost 

giant given gland glare glass glaze gleam glide 

glint globe gloom glory glove glued goals going 

goods goons goose grace grade graft grain grand 
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grant graph grasp grass grave gravy graze great 

greed green greet grief grill grind groan groom 

grope gross group grove growl grown gruel grunt 

guard guava guess guest guide guilt gunny gutsy 

habit hails hairy hands handy hangs happy harsh 

haste hasty hatch hated haunt heals heaps heart 

heavy hedge heels hefty hello hence herbs hills 

hilly hippo hired hoist holes homes honey hoofs 

hooks hoots hoped horns horse hotel hours house 

hover human humid hunch hurry hutch hyena hyper 

icing ideal ideas idiom idiot idled idols igloo 

image imply index infer ingot inked inlay inlet 

inner input irked irony issue itchy items ivory 

jaded jawan jeans jeeps jelly jetty jewel jiffy 

joint joked joker jolly judge juicy juicy jumbo 

keeps khaki kilos kites kitty knack knead kneel 

knelt knew knife knobs knock knots know known 

label lakes lakhs lamps lanky lapse large laser 

latch later lauds laugh lawns layer leads leafy 

leaks leaky leaps leapt learn lease leash least 

leave legal lemon leper level lever lifts light 

liked limbs limit limps lined linen lines lists 

litre lived liver lives loads lobby local locks 

lodge lofty logic loose lorry loser lotus loved 

lover lower lowly loyal lucky lunar lunch lungs 

madam madly magic major mango mania manly march 

marks marry marsh mason match maths mayor meals 

means meant medal media melon mercy merge merit 

merry messy metal meter metre mewed miaow might 

milky mimic miner minor minus miser mixed mixer 

mocks model moist money monks month moody moral 
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motor mould mount mourn mouse mouth moved mower 

movie muddy mules mummy munch music muted myths 

naive naked named nanny nasal nasty naval needy 

neigh nerve never newer newly nicer niece night 

ninth noble noise noisy nomad norms north nosey 

noted notes nouns novel nudge nurse nylon nymph 

oasis obese obeys object occur ocean oddly odour 

offer often oiled older olive onion oozed opera 

opium opted optic orbit order organ other ought 

ounce outdo outer outgo ovens owing owned owner 

paddy pages paint paise palms panda panel panic 

pants paper parch parks party pasta paste patch 

pause paved peace peach peaks pearl pears pedal 

penal penny perch peril perks pesky pests petal 

phase phone photo piano piece pills pilot pinch 

pitch pizza place plain plane plank plant plate 

plead pluck plume plump poach poems poets point 

poked polar polio polls poppy pouch pound power 

prank prawn press price prick pride prime print 

prior prism prize probe proof proud prove prowl 

puked pulse punch pupil puppy purse pussy pygmy 

quack quake queen queer quell query quest queue 

quick quiet quill quilt quite raced racks radar 

radio rails rains rainy raise rally range rapid 

rated ratio razor reach react ready refer relax 

relay remit renew repay repel reply rhino rhyme 

rider rides rifle right rigid rinse risen risks 

risky rival river roads roars roast robin robot 

rocks rocky rogue roles rolls roofs roots ropes 

rouge rough round rouse route rowdy rowed royal 

ruins ruled ruler rules runny rupee rural rusty 
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4. Six-letter words for reading, copying, dictation and writing sentences  

abacus abated abduct abided ablaze aboard abound 

abroad abrupt absorb always accede accent accept 

access accuse amused anchor acidic across acquit 

acting action active actual addict adhere answer 

adjoin adjust admire admits anthem anyhow anyone 

anyway appeal appear Arabic arable alleys alloys 

allied almond alumni archer argues armies armpit 

arrack arrear arrest arrive arrows ascend ascent 

ashore asleep aspect assert assets assign assist 

asthma astray astute attach attack attend author 

autism avenue averse awaken    

babble baboon backed badger baffle bagged bakery 

ballad ballet ballot balsam bamboo banana bandit 

banged banian banish banned banter banyan barely 

barley barrel barrow barter battle beaten beauty 

beaver became become bedlam beetle befool before 

beggar behalf behave behead belied belief belong 

bended benign bereft beside beware beyond biased 

bidder bigger bigwig biogas biopsy bisect bishop 

blazer blouse bobbin bodies bodily boiled bombed 

bonnet booing border borrow botany bottle bottom 

bought bounty bovine bowled bowleg bowler boring 

boyish braids brainy branch brayed brazen breach 

breath bridal bridge broach broken broker browse 

bronze buckle budget buffer bugged bundle bungle 

bureau burger burial burrow byelaw bygone  

cajole called calmly calves canary cancel cancer 

candid candle cannon canopy canter canvas carbon 

career caress carpet carrot carton cashew casino 

castle casual catnap cattle caught caused cement 

census centre chance change chants charge charts 

chases cheeks cheesy classy clause clench clergy 
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clever client climax clique cloggy cloned closed 

cheque cherry chilly choice choose choosy chores 

chorus chosen chrome church circle circus cipher 

cities citrus civics closet clothes cloudy clutch 

cobweb cocoon codify coffee coffer coffin collar 

colony comedy comics compel comply concur confer 

convey convoy cooked cooker copier corpse corner 

cosmic  cosmos costly cotton coupon cousin cradle 

cramps craned cranky creamy crease create credit 

creepy cringe crispy critic crores crunch cuboid 

cuddle curfew cursed custom cutlet cutout  

dabble dacoit damage dampen damsel dancer danger 

dangle daring darken darted dashed dawned dazzle 

deadly dearly dearth debate debris debtor decade 

decamp deceit decent decide decree deduct deepen 

defame defect defect deject delete delude deluge 

deluxe demand demise dengue denial denied denote 

dental dented depend depict deploy deport depose 

depots depths depute deputy derail derive desert 

desire design desist despot detach detail detain 

detect detest detour device devise devoid devote 

devout diaper dictum differ digest dilute dimmed 

dinghy dinned dinner direct disarm dismal dismay 

disown dispel divert divide divine docile docked 

dollar dollop domain donate doodle doomed double 

doubly doused downed dozing draped drawer dreams 

drench driest drinks driven driven driver droops 

drowsy drunk drying duffel duffer duress during 

dusted dynamo      

eaglet earful earned easier easily easing Easter 

eatery echoed edible edicts editor efface effect 

effigy effort egoism egoist eighth eighty either 

elapse elated eldest eleven elicit elixir eloped 

eluded embalm embark embers emboss embryo employ 

enable enamel encash encore endear ending endure 
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energy engage engulf enigma enjoin enlist enmity 

enough enrage enrich enroll ensued ensure entail 

eaglet earful earned easier easily easing Easter 

eatery echoed edible edicts editor efface effect 

effigy effort egoism egoist eighth eighty either 

enters entice entire entity envied enzyme equals 

equate equips erased eraser eroded errand errant 

errors erupts escape escort essays estate esteem 

etched ethane ethics ethnic eulogy eunuch eureka 

evaded evader evenly evince evolve except excess 

exempt exhale exhort exhume exiled exists exited 

expand exodus exotic expels export expose extant  

extent exuded      

fabled fabric facade facial facile factor faeces 

failed fairly falcon fallen fallow falter family 

famine famish famous fanned farmer faster father 

fathom fatten fatter faucet faulty favour feared 

feeble feeder feline fellow female ferret fester 

fetish fettle fickle fiddle fields fidget fierce 

figure filing filled fillip filmed filthy finale 

finals finery finest finish finite firing flayed 

fleece flight flimsy flinch flings flower fluent 

flurry fodder foetus folder folios follow foment 

fondle fondly fooled forage forbid forced forego 

forest forged forget forgot forked formal formed 

farmer former fossil fourth fracas freeze fright 

fridge fringe frolics frozen frugal fumble fuming 

funnel fusion futile     

gadget gaggle gaiety gained galaxy gallon gallop 

galore gambit gamble gamely gaming gaping garage 

garden gargle garish garlic garner gasify gasket 

gasped gather gauged gauges gawked gazing geared 

gender genial genius gently gladly glance glands 

glazed gleamy glider glitch gloats global globin 

gloomy glossy glowed glumly gnawed goaded goblin 
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godown goggle goitre golden gospel govern graded 

grades grains granny grapes graphs grasps grassy 

grates gravel grazed grease greasy greedy grieve 

grimly grisly gritty grocer groggy grouse groped 

grouch ground grouse grovel grower growth grudge 

grumpy grunts guards guests guffaw guided guilty 

guitar gullet gulley gulped gunman gunned gurgle 

gutted gutter guzzle gypsum gyrate   

hacked hairdo halted halved hamlet hamper handed 

hangar hanker happen harass harden hardly hassle 

hasten hatred hauled haunch having hawker hazard 

hazily headed header healed health heaped hearse 

hearth hearty heated heater heaved heaven heckle 

hectic hedged heeded heeled heifer height helium 

helped hemmed herald herbal hereby heresy hermit 

heroes heroic heroin herpes hexane heyday hiatus 

hiccup hidden hiding higher highly hinder hinged 

hinted hiring hissed hoarse hobble hobnob hockey 

hogged holier holler hollow homage homely homily 

hooked hoopla hooted hooter hopped hordes horned 

horror hostel hotdog housed howled huddle huffed 

hugely hugged humane humbly humbug hummed humour 

hunger hungry hunted hunter hurdle hurled hurrah 

hurtle hushed hustle hybrid hyphen   

icicle iconic  idioms idling ignite ignore iguana 

images imbibe immune impact impair impale impart 

impede impish import impose impure impute inborn 

inched inches incise incite income indeed indict 

indigo induce induct infant infect infest infirm 

inflow influx inform infuse inhale inject injure 

injury itself inkpot inmate innate insane insect 

insert inside insist insult intact intake intend 

intent intern intone inward invade invent invest 

invite invoke iodize ironed island isobar isomer 

itched       
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jackal jacked jacket jaguar jailed jailor jammed 

jarred jawans jeered jerked jerkin jersey jester 

jewels jiggle jigsaw jilted jingle jinxed jitter 

jockey jogged joined jolted jostle jotted jotter 

jovial joyful joyous judged juggle jumble jumped 

jungle junior      

karate kernel kidnap killed killer kimono kindly 

kitten knight knives kowtow    

labour lacked ladder lagged lagoon lament lapses 

laptop larger larvae larynx lashed lasted lately 

latent latest lather latter lauded laughs launch 

lavish laxity layers layman leader leafed league 

leaked leaned leaner leaped learnt leased ledger 

leered legacy legend legged legion legume lender 

length lentil lessee lessen lesson lethal letter 

little lively living lizard loaded loafer loaned 

loathe locate locked locker locket lodged lofted 

logged logjam lonely longed longer looked loomed 

loosen looted lordly losses lotion louder loudly 

lounge lovely loving lowest lugged lunged lurked 

lustre luxury lyrics     

madden maggot magnet magnum magpie mahout maiden 

mailed maimed mainly malady malice malign mammal 

manage mangle maniac manned mantle manual manure 

mapped marble margin marine market marred marrow 

marshy marvel mashed masked master matron matted 

matter mature mauled meadow meagre measly meddle 

median medium mellow member memory menace mended 

menial mental mentor merely merger messed meteor 

method methyl metric mettle micron middle miffed 

milder mildly miller millet mincer mingle mining 

minute mirage mirror misery misfit mishap misled 

missed mister moaned mobbed mobile mocked modest 

modify module molten moment monkey months moolah 

moored mooted morale morass morose morsel mortal 
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mortar mosaic mosque mostly mother motion motive 

motley moving muffed muffle mugged mugger mulled 

mumble murmur muscle museum muslin mussed muster 

mutton mutual muzzle myriad myself mystic  

nabbed nagged namely napkin narrow nation native 

nature nausea nearer nearly nectar needed needle 

negate nephew nestle nicely nicked nickel nigger 

niggle nimble ninety nipped nitric nobody noises 

nomads normal nosier notice notify notion nought 

novice nozzle nudged nugget number nutmeg  

obeyed object oblige oblong obtain obtuse occult 

occupy occurs octane octave oddity offend office 

offing offset oldest oldies online onrush opaque 

opened opener openly optics option orally orange 

orator orchid ordain ordeal origin ornate orphan 

ousted ouster outage outing outfit outing outlaw 

outlay outlet output outwit overly oyster  

pacify packed packet padded paddle pained paired 

palace palate palmed pamper pander panted papaya 

papers parade parcel parent parity parked parley 

parody parole parrot parted partly passed pastel 

pastor pastry patchy patent patron patted paunch 

pauper paused paving pawned paying peanut pearls 

pebble peeped peepul peered peeved pegged pellet 

pelmet pelted pelvic pelvis pencil penned penury 

people pepper perils period perish perked person 

pester pestle petite petrol phased phlegm phobia 

phoned phoney phrase picked picket pickle picnic 

pierce pigeon piglet pigsty pilfer pillar pillow 

pimple pincer pinion pinned pipped piping piracy 

pirate pistol piston placed plague plasma player 

please plenty plight plinth plough plucky plunge 

plural pocket podium poetic poetry poised poison 

police policy polish polite polled pollen ponder 

poodle pooled pooped poorly porous porter portly 
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posing postal posted potato potent potion potted 

pounce pouted powder praise prance prayed precis 

prefer pretty preyed priced prickly prided primer 

primly prince prison prized probed profit prompt 

propel proper proved proven pruned prying psyche 

public puffed puking pulled pulley pulpit pulses 

pumped pundit punish punter puppet purely purest 

purify purist purity purple purred pursed pursue 

pushed putrid puttee puzzle python   

quacks quails quaint qualms quartz quench queued 

quirky quiver quoted quotes    

racial racing racism racist racked racket radial 

radius raffle ragged raging raided raider rained 

raised raisin ramble rammed ramrod rancid random 

ranger ranked rankle ransom ranted rapped raptly 

rarely rascal rashly rasped rather ratify rating 

ration ratios rattle ravage ravine ravish reacts 

reader really reason rebate rebuff rebuke recall 

recant recede recent recess recipe recite reckon 

recoil record rectum redden reduce reeked reeled 

reflex reform refuge refund refuse refuse refute 

regain regale regard regent regime region regret 

reigns reined reject relate relays relent relief 

relish relive remain remand remark remote remove 

rename render renege rented reopen repaid repast 

repeal repeat repels repent replay report repose 

repute rescue resent resign resist resort rested 

result resume retail retain retard retire retort 

reveal review revise revive revoke revolt reward 

rewind rhesus rhinos rhythm ribbon richly ridden 

riddle rifles rigged rigour rinsed ripped ripple 

rising risked ritual rivals roamed roared robber 

robust rocked rocket rodent rolled romped rooted 
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rosary rosier roster rotate rotted  rotten roused 

routed roving rubbed rubber rubble rudely rugged 

ruling rumble rumour runner rushed rusted rustic 

rustle       

sachet sacked sacred sadden sadder safely safety 

sagged sailed sailor salary saliva saloon salted 

salute sample sanity sapped saucer savage savour 

scaled scales scanty scarce scared scenic scheme 

school scoffs scolds scoops scoots scorch scored 

scowls scrape screen scribe scrimp script scroll 

scrubs scruff sealed search season scaled secret 

sector sedate seduce seeded seeker seemed seeped 

seesaw seethe seized seldom select scenery senate 

sender senile senior sensed sensor sentry septic 

serene serial series sermon served server sesame 

settle severe sewage shabby shaded shadow shaken 

shaped shared shaved shaven sheath shelve shield 

shifts shirks shoddy shores should shouts shoved 

shovel shower shrewd shrill shrink shunts sicken 

sickle sickly siesta sighed signed silent silken 

silver simple singed singer single sinned sinner 

siphon sipped sister skates skewed skiing skills 

skimpy skinny skirts slaked slants slated slayer 

sleaze sledge sleeve sleigh sleuth sliced slicer 

slider slight slowly sludge slumps slurps slurry 

slush smelly smirks smoked smoker smooth smudge 

smugly snared snarls snatch sneaks sneeze sniper 

snooze snored snorts snowed snuffs snugly soaked 

soared sobbed soccer social socket soften softer 

softly soiled solace solely solids solved sonnet 

sooner soothe sordid sorely sorrow sorted sortie 

sought source sowing spaced spades spared sparks 

sparse speech speedy sphere spider spiked spills 

spinal spiral spirit spleen splint splits spoilt 

spoken spokes sponge sports spouse sprain sprang 
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sprawl sprays spread sprint sprout spruce sprung 

sputum squads squall squash squads squats squall 

square squash squeak squint squirt stable stadia 

staged stakes stance staple starch stared staple 

starch stared starry starve static statue status 

stayed steady steamy steers stench sticky stigma 

stingy stinky stolen stored strata strong struck 

strums strung studio stuffy stumps stupid strays 

streak stream street stress strict stride strife 

strike string strike strive strode stroke stroll 

stupor sturdy subdue submit subtle subtly suburb 

sucked sucker suckle suffer suffix sugary suited 

sulked sullen sultry summer summit summon sundry 

sunken sunlit superb supine supper supple supply 

surely surety surged survey suture swamps swanky 

swathe swayed swivel swoons swoops swoosh symbol 

system       

tables tablet tackle tagged tailor talcum talent 

talked taller tamely tamper tangle tanker tapped 

target tariff tarmac tarred tasted tatter taught 

tavern techie tedium teller temper temple tenant 

tender tenets tennis tensed terror tested tether 

thanks thatch thawed theirs theist theory thieve 

thighs thinly thirst thirty thorny though thread 

thrash thread threat thresh thrice thrift thrill 

thrive throat throbs throes throne throng thrown 

thrush thrust thumbs thumps thwart ticket tickle 

tidied tights tilled tilted timber timely tinged 

tingle tinker tinsel tinted tiptoe tirade tiring 

tissue titled titles toffee toilet tongue tooted 

topics topper torrid torque touchy toward towels 

toxins traced tracer tracks trader tragic trance 

travel treble trench tremor trendy tribal tribes 

tricky trifle triple trivia trophy troupe truant 

trucks trudge truism trunks tucked tugged tumble 
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tumour tunnel turban turbid turned turnip turtle 

tusker tussle twists tyrant    

uglier ulcers umpire unable undone unduly uneasy 

uneven unfair unfold unfurl unique unison united 

unjust unless unlike unrest unsaid untidy untold 

untrue unused unveil unwell upload uproar uproot 

upside urbane urchin urgent urinal usable usages 

useful usurps utmost utopia    

vacant vacate vacuum vagary vainly valour valued 

valued values vanish vanity vapour varied vessel 

vastly vaults vector veered veggie veiled velvet 

venues verbal verify verses vertex vessel vetted 

viable victor videos viewed vigour violet virtue 

visage vision vistas visual voiced volley volume 

vomits vortex votary voters voting vowels voyeur 

vulgar       

wafted wagged wailed waiter waived walked wallet 

wallop wallow walnut walrus wander waning wanted 

wanton warded warden warmly warmth warned warped 

warned warped watery weaken weaker weakly wealth 

weaned weapon weaver weaved weaver wedded weeded 

weekly weight welder welled whacky wheeze wicked 

widest wilder wildly willed wilted winced window 

winked winner winnow winter wintry wiping wisdom 

wisely wisest wished wizard wobbly woeful wolfed 

wolves wonder worded worked worsen worthy wreaks 

wreath wrecks wrench wretch wristy writer writhe 

xylene       

yanked yapped yawned yearly yelled yellow yelped 

yeoman yields yogurt yonder    

zagged zealot zenith zeroed zigzag zipper zodiac 

zombie zoomed      
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5. Double letter words for reading, copying, dictation and writing sentences 

BB words  ebbed hobby  lobby  6-letters bubble bubbly 

bubbly bobbed cabbie chubby cobble flabby hobble 

lobbed nabbed nibble pebble rabbit robber rubbed 

rubber shabby wobble 7-letters  cabbage clubbed cobbler 

dribble hobbies lobbied quibble robbery rubbish snubbed 

stabbed swabbed      

CC words 6 letters accent accept access accord accuse 

hiccup occult occupy soccer 7- letters acclaim account 

accused proceed raccoon soccer succeed success tobacco 

succumb vaccine      

DD words  5 letters added buddy daddy giddy muddy 

oddly paddy teddy udder 6 letters addict bidder 

fiddle fodder hidden huddle ladder madden meddle 

middle nodded peddle redden riddle saddle sadden 

shoddy sudden wedded 7 letters address bedding bladder 

budding fiddled gladden goddess huddled kiddies kidding 

muddied nodding shudder wedding    

EE words  3 letters bee eel see 4 letters beef 

been beep beer deed deep deer feed 

feel fees feet flee free ghee glee 

heed heel jeep keen keep knee meek 

meet need neem peel reel seed seek 

seem seen seep tree weed week weep 

5 letters  agree bleed breed cheek cheep cheer 

creed creep fleet freed geese greed Greek 

kneed leech needy preen queen queer rupee 

sheen sheep sheet sleep speed steel steep 

sweep teeth teens three wheel 6 letters  agreed 

asleep beetle breeze career cheeky cheese creepy 

deemed deeply exceed feeble fleece Greece greedy 

needle peepul screen sneeze speech speedy weekly 

unseen 7 letters beehive beeline between canteen cheetah 
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creeper deepest devotee feeding feeling fiancée fifteen 

foresee freedom freezer greener invitee kneecap kneeled 

meeting needful oilseed peeling pioneer proceed  referee 

refugee screech sixteen sleeper squeeze succeed sweeper 

sweeten sweetly teenage trainee trustee weekend weeping 

FF words  4 letters cuff huff puff muff tiff 

5 letters bluff cliff scoff stiff stuff whiff 

6 letters affair affect afford baffle buffer coffee 

differ effect effort fluffy offend stuffy suffer 

suffix toffee 7 letters  affixed affairs affront baffled 

buffoon diffuse muffled offload pontiff ruffian ruffled 

saffron scuffle shuffle sniffed stiffen traffic officer 

GG words  6 letters bagged beggar begged bigger hugged 

lagged sagged tagged wagged 7 letters baggage biggest 

bragged chugged clogged dragged flagged flogged giggled 

goggles haggard haggled jogging juggler lagging luggage 

plugged ragging slogged smuggle  snuggle  suggest  

LL words 5  letters allay alley allot alloy belly 

bully cello fully gully  hello hilly jelly 

pills rally silly skill tally tells villa 

6 letters allied ballot bullet called caller collar 

dollar fallen fellow gallop hollow killed killer 

mellow pillar pillow pollen pulled really shrill 

skills smells spells spills sullen taller wallet 

yelled 7 letters billion filling gallows gorilla grilled 

hilltop legally locally millets million mollify pillars 

pollute rollers rolling scrolls seagull sellers selling 

skilled smaller swallow swelled swollen syllable tallest 

tallied tellers telling totally usually vanilla villain 

vocally yelling      

MM words 5 letters comma dummy mummy tummy yummy 

6 letters commit dammed dimmed hammer immune jammed 

summer summon 7 letters ammonia command commend comment 

commute commune crammed dilemma drummed glimmer grammar 
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hemming humming immense immerse mammals mammoth plummet 

shimmer skimmed slammed slimmer swimmer summary trimmed 

NN words  5 letters annoy bonny bunny funny gunny 

runny sunny 6 letters annals annual banned banner 

bonnet canned dinner fanned funnel granny gunned 

innate kennel manner pinned skinny tennis tinned 

tunnel winner 7 letters annexed annoyed antenna channel 

connect cunning flannel funnier funnily grinned innings 

manners planned scanned scanner shunned skinned spanner 

spinner runners running stunned tannery thinner tonnage 

tyranny uncanny winners     

OO words  4 letters book boom boon cook cool 

doom door food fool foot good goon 

hood hoof hook hoot look loop loot 

mood moot moon nook pool poor roof 

room shoo soon soot took tool toot 

wood wool zoom 5 letters blood bloom books 

booth boots booty brood crook drool droop 

flood floor goose groom loose moody proof 

roots scoop scoot shoot snoop sooth spool 

spoon stood stool swoon swoop tooth troop 

6 letters baboon bamboo bloody booing booked choose 

choosy cocoon cooked cooker cookie cooled cooler 

cuckoo doodle fooled gloomy groove indoor looked 

maroon oozing pooled poorer poorly raccoon saloon 

school smooth snooze sooner soothe stooge tattoo 

uproot 7 letters balloon bedroom booklet boorish boyhood 

cartoon cookery cooking coolest cuckoo doormat footing 

footage foolish hoodlum gumboot looking manhood mistake 

mistook monsoon noodles outdoor outlook plywood poorest 

rooftop rooster shooter toolbar    

PP words  5 letters apple apply happy poppy puppy 

6 letters appeal appear choppy copper dipped floppy 

happen hopped mopped nipped oppose pepper popped 
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puppet rapped ripped ripple sapped sipped sloppy 

supper supply tapped tipped tipper topped topper 

topple 7 letters apparel  applied appoint approve applaud 

appease chipped chopped chopper clapped clipped dripped 

dropped flapped flopped grapple  gripped happier happily 

peppery plopped poppies propped shopped shopper skipped 

skipper slapped slipped snapped stepped stopped suppose 

support trapped tripped wrapped unhappy whipped  

RR words  5 letters array arrow berry carry curry 

error ferry lorry marry merry sorry  worry 

6  letters arrear arrest arrive barred barrel barren 

barrow borrow burrow carrot cherry errand ferret 

flurry furrow horror jarred marred marrow mirror 

narrow parrot purred slurry sorrow tarred terror 

7 letters  arrange  arrival arrived barrage  barrier carried 

carrier charred correct corrupt current earring erratic 

ferried hurried married narrate quarrel sparrow stirred 

terrace terrain terrify torrent warrant warrior worried 

SS words 4 letters  boss cess fuss hiss kiss 

less loss mass mess miss pass puss 

toss 5 letters  amass amiss assess asset bless 

bliss bossy chess class dress essay fussy 

glass grass guess issue messy press pussy 

sissy truss 6 letters access across assail assert 

assume assure assign bypass caress classy duress 

excess gossip hassle hissed issued kissed lessen 

lesson messed missed obsess passed recess stress 

tissue tussle unless vessel 7 letters actress address 

aimless assault biomass blessed blossom classic compass 

confess crossed depress discuss dismiss dissect dissent 

dressed dryness empress heiress impress fitness fossils 

goddess guessed harness illness lioness madness massage 

massive message missile mission passage passion passive 

sadness session success tigress undress wetness witness 
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TT words 5 letters attic ditto fatty jetty kitty 

nutty petty putty utter watts witty  

6 letters attach attack attain attend attest batted 

batter battle better bitter bottle bottom butter 

button chitty cotton cutter fitted gutted hotter 

kettle kitten latter letter litter little mutton 

pretty rattle rotten settee 7 letters battery betting 

brittle cutting dotting flutter getting glitter knitted 

knotted letting lottery pottery quitter rotting shuttle 
 

 


